
Enhanced Pinning with Controlled Splay Con�gurations ofColumnar Defects; Rapid Vortex Motion at Large AnglesL. Krusin-Elbaum1; A.D. Marwick1; R. Wheeler2; and C. Feild11IBM Research, Yorktown Heights, New York 105982The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio 43210V.M. Vinokur3; G.K. Leaf3; and M. Palumbo43Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 604394Physikalisches Institut, Universitat Bayreuth, D-8580 Bayreuth, Germany(Preprint MCS-P554-1295)AbstractOrders-of-magnitude enhancements of persistent currents J are reported inY Ba2Cu3O7�� with columnar defects arranged in a variety of splayed con�g-urations. The largest J is obtained for a planar distribution Ppl(�), with asplay angle �opt = �5�. A comparison of Ppl(�) and a gaussian distributionPG(�), suggests that pinning by the latter is controlled by large-angle tails ofthe gaussian, which appear to enhance thermal creep rate. Numerical simu-lations con�rm the existence of the regimes where vortex motion is promotedrather than suppressed by splay.
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Pinning of magnetic vortices in the mixed state of a type-II superconductor is unarguablyoptimized with linear defects [1]. In cuprate superconductors, an e�ective defect structure,consisting of a random array of nearly parallel columns of amorphized material, �50 � 80�Ain diameter, can be installed by the irradiation with swift (� GeV ) heavy ions, such as Pb,Sn, or Au [2,3]. In a highly anisotropic (but 3-dimensional) Y Ba2Cu3O7�� (YBCO), theresulting pinning is strongest when the magnetic �eld is aligned with defects [2] { tilting the�eld beyond the trapping angle [1,4] reduces both the critical current density Jc, and thestrong pinning range [1,2].It has been proposed by Hwa et al. [5] that pinning and thus transport properties can befurther improved by a dispersion (splay) in track directions. In the theory of [5], there aretwo major mechanisms reducing the ux motion: �rst, the vortex entanglement [6], forcedby vortex localization on splayed tracks; second, the variable range vortex transport at lowcurrents [4], which should be suppressed by splay since the dominant excitations (via double-(super)kinks [4,5]) are expected to occur within the families of similarly inclined tracks. Onthe other hand, in discussing the strategies for improving transport one should keep in mindthat splay may promote ux motion. It was already noted that too large splay angles willreduce the irreversible regime [5]. Another e�ect can arise from splayed tracks intersectingeach other. The action of the crossings (or close encounters) is two-fold. They can serve asadditional pinning sites for the vortex kinks moving along the defect of the vortex originalhabitat [5], impeding the vortex from wandering o� its track and, therefore, suppressingvortex creep. But, the crossings could also stimulate kink nucleation, i.e. allow for easiervortex jumps from one track to another, giving rise to \zig-zag" con�gurations which maystimulate creep. The outcome of the competition between the suppression and promotionmechanisms should depend, among others, on the driving force, �eld, temperature, and onthe number of crossings; thus, the optimal pin con�guration may depend on the regimeunder consideration.Recently, we have established the e�ectiveness of the uniform splay which can be installedwith �ssion in a quasi{2D Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+� (BSCCO), a structure of possible technological2



relevance [7]. And, we found a slower vortex dynamics in YBCO crystals when a splay, natu-rally occurring in the irradiation process [8], is larger. Yet, the optimal pinning con�gurationfor a 3D material is still to be found.Here, we report orders{of{magnitude enhancement of the persistent current density, J ,in irradiated YBCO crystals for several controlled splay con�gurations of columnar defects,exceeding J for the parallel tracks. We also demonstrate the existence of regimes where splayenhances vortex dynamics, showing that the optimal pin con�guration is regime-speci�c.We explore a gaussian, PG(�), and planar, Ppl(�), splay distributions of two parallel pinfamilies crossing each other at a variety of angles. For a planar splay, we establish anoptimal relative splay angle �opt = 10�, for which J is signi�cantly enhanced above thatof the parallel con�guration, Pk. A gaussian splay appears less e�ective than the parallelcon�guration. Large vortex creep for PG(�) is thought to be driven by the large-angle tailsof the gaussian, by generating numerous intersections of tracks. Faster dynamics at large �is con�rmed in numerical simulations.Several YBCO crystals of � 1mm size and 15 to 20�m thick along the c � axis, wereirradiated with 1:08GeV 197Au23+ at the TASCC facility at Chalk River Laboratories inCanada [9]. To install planar splay, the ion beam was tilted o� the c(ẑ) � axis by rockingthe crystals about an axis ? ẑ (as sketched in Fig. 1) by �� in a range from 2:5� to 15�.A representative crossectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of a crystalwith a planar splay is shown in Fig. 1. Gaussian splay was obtained by irradiating � 15�mthick crystals through a 5�m thick Au foil. The full{width{half{maximum (FWHM) ofPG(�) was estimated from the TRIM Monte Carlo calculations [8,10]. The ion energy was� 0:6GeV at the entrance to crystals, setting the projected range at � 21�m [10]. Theenergy deposition rate was above the threshold for columnar track formation (1:8KeV=�A)throughout the crystal thickness [8,10,11]. In all cases, the total pin density correspondedto a dose-equivalent matching �eld B� = 3Tesla.Figure 2 shows the temperature variation of persistent currents J(T ) for di�erent con-�gurations of columnar pins in a �eld of 1T applied along the c � axis. J(H;T ) was3



obtained from the irreversible magnetization M(H;T ) in the critical state [12], measuredwith a SQUID magnetometer [7,8]. The variation in J in crystals before irradiation wasless than 20% [2,8]. Inspection of a crystal with Ppl(�5�) and the same (virgin) crystalbefore irradiation shows that after irradiation J(5K) �= 2� 107A=cm2 { an increase by overan order-of-magnitude. The enhancement at 77K is by about four orders-of-magnitude. Amaximum in J(�), shown in the lower inset of Fig. 2, indicates that the �5� planar splaysupports largest current, well above the parallel (k) con�guration. At the same time thestrong pinning range is nearly intact. Both the k and �5� pins shift the irreversibility line,Hirr, towards high temperatures in a predictable way [9], as shown in the upper inset of Fig.2. A slight downward displacement of Hirr(T ) for the �5� splay, relative to Pk, is expectedfrom the decrease of glass melting temperature due to the average tilt [5].Intuitively, one might expect a greater degree of entanglement for a gaussian splay [5],and thus the largest Jc. This is not observed. J(T ) for PG(�) with �4:47� FWHM (Fig. 2)falls below parallel con�guration above T ' 16K. The detrimental e�ect of large-angle tailsof PG(�) is suggested by the di�erent �eld dependencies of J(H;T ) for the gaussian andplanar (or Pk) arrangements. It is particularly striking at high temperatures. At 70K, J(H)for the parallel-pin and planar-splay arrangements for su�ciently small (< 45�) angles, allgive a distinct \dip" in J(H) around zero{�eld (Fig. 3(a)), which articulates above 40K anddisappears near Tc. J(H) for the gaussian has a spike{like feature near H �= 0. Such shapedi�erence was seen in M(H) for H k defects and H misaligned with defects by a large (60�)angle in the experiment of Civale et al. [2] (Fig. 3 inset).The e�ect on vortex dynamics is shown in Fig. 3(b), which contrasts the thermal re-laxation rates S = �dlnJ=dlnt for the gaussian, the �5� , and the k pin con�gurations.S(H;T ) was obtained from the time evolution of M(H;T; t) from the critical state for times60 < t < 7200sec [13]. Below H � 1:5T and outside a narrow region near H �= 0, the creeprate is faster for the gaussian splay - it is 0:026 at H � 0:25T , as compared with 0:018 fora �5� arrangement. For k pins and �5� splay the creep rates are comparable.The data in Fig. 3 suggest similar dominant pinning mechanism for the large-angle4



defect-�eld misalignment in Civale's experiment [2] and for the gaussian splay. Namely,pinning of the kinks [14] generated either by the vortex-defect [2,15] or defect-defect inter-sections. For the tilted defects [2] shown here, the kink pinning is presumably by the trackinhomogeneities [2]. For the splayed pins, especially for the gaussian and large-angle pla-nar con�gurations, it is by defect-defect crossings. These crossings play a dual role. Weview each family of parallel tracks as the valleys in the (non-periodic) \washboard" poten-tial. The intersections of the given family with another one (or with the di�erently angledtracks) locally lower the barrier, easing the way for the vortex to escape. A similar e�ect wasobserved in numerical studies of the motion of the dislocations in semiconductors throughthe periodic \washboard" (Peierls) potential in the presence of point disorder [16]. Thedislocation motion occurs via the same nucleation process as the escape of the vortex froma given track (or the hopping between the adjacent tracks). The point defects in this casewere found not only to retard the kink propagation along the dislocation line, but also tolocally depress the barrier between the adjacent valleys, easing a way for a dislocation tomake a nucleus-like con�guration.To gain insight into the scenario proposed above we investigated numerically vortexmotion through the planar splay con�gurations of columnar defects. We considered a sampleof thickness L along the ẑ-direction and an in�nite lateral extent with an external magnetic�eld along ẑ. A single ux line was then parameterized by a set of two-dimensional vectors,r(z), which lie in a plane ? ẑ.The total free energy of the ux line is given by [1]:F = Z L0 dz 24"�  dr(z)dz !2 + Up (r(z); z)� F � r(z)35 : (1)Here "� is the ux line tilt modulus, Up (r(z); z) is an attractive pinning potential due tocolumnar pins of arbitrary orientation, and F is an external force.The motion of the ux line de�ned by the discretized version of Eq. (1) through therandom defect environment, at �xed temperature, was modeled via a Metropolis MonteCarlo scheme. All lengths were measured in units of the vortex core radius �, driving force5



F in units of "�=�, and pinning energy (per unit length) and temperature T in units of"� and "�� respectively. Up was modelled as a smooth-edged cylindrical parabolic well ofdepth U0 = 1 and radius R = 2. We simulated single-vortex motion through the system ofcolumnar defects parallel to magnetic �eld and through the families of �10� and �45� planarsplay con�gurations of identical randomly positioned columnar pins. The total density ofdefects was taken � = 0:2, and T = 0:5 [17]. Each vertical line segment was randomlykicked (in turn) with the variation in energy �F for each kick calculated with Eq. (1). Anystep which decreased F was automatically accepted, while a step that increased F had aprobability P = exp(��F=T ) of being accepted. A typical run could involve 20�106 MonteCarlo sweeps through a string of vertical length Nz = 128, with the string's average positionsampled every 4� 103 sweeps.The results of the simulation are shown in Fig. 4. The vortex velocity v for the�45� splayclearly exceeds that for the k pins and for the�10� splay. This supports our expectation thatthe vortex motion can be signi�cantly stimulated by the formation of zig-zags; this e�ectshould be larger for the �45� splay due to greater number of intersections. The log-logplot of v vs F is well described by v / exp(�const=F�), characteristic of the glassy vortexmotion [1]. The upper inset shows exponents � for k defects and for the �10� planar splay.For parallel pins � = 0:8 � 0:2, in good agreement with the predicted value � = 1 for thehalf-loop vortex creep regime [4]. It is important to note that � = 1:4 � 0:2 for the �10�splay implies that at su�ciently small driving forces the velocity through the �10� splaywill become less than in the system with parallel pins [18].Although it is not trivial to project the above simulation results to large �elds, we expectthe crossovers from nucleation dominated to kink-pinning dominated creep to occur there aswell. An experimental crossover is shown in the lower inset of Fig. 4. At 20K near H � 0,the creep rate is indeed larger for the �10� splay, than for the k defects. A crossover tosuppression of creep by the �10� splay occurs at 0:4T �eld. For this �, a second (reverse)crossover is observed at H � 1T , shown in Fig. 5, which displays creep rate S(H) forfour defect con�gurations. The rate is largest for the gaussian, consistent with the faster6



dynamics at large angles - at low �elds it is twice that of parallel pins. Near H � 0, S islowest for the parallel pins. At a higher �eld the creep rates cross.Note that even the simplest cases of creep of an individual vortex line or a dislocation[16] reveal very complicated non-linear and non-additive nature of the competition betweenkink nucleation and kink pinning. In �nite magnetic �elds, when vortex-vortex interactionsare relevant [1], the outcome will non-trivially depend on temperature, time, and B�. Inparticular, the creep energy barriers and Jc may not be directly related, as reected in ourdata. In conclusion, our results clearly establish that very large current enhancement canbe obtained with splayed columnar defects. They also witness the existence of the regimeswhere vortex motion is promoted rather than suppressed by splay.We are pleased to acknowledge useful discussions with J.R. Thompson, P. LeDoussal, T.Hwa, and H. Kaper. The work of V.M.V. and G.K.L. was supported by the U.S. Departmentof Energy, BES-Material Sciences, under contract W-31-109-Eng-38. We thank J. Hardyand J. Forster at TASCC-Chalk River, supported by AECL Research, for their help and theprovision of irradiation facilities. We thank the referee for insightful comments.
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Fig. 1. Crossectional TEM image of YBCO irradiated with 1.08 GeV Au, taken from a regionat � 9�m from the entry surface of a � 19�m thick crystal. This crystal was rocked around anaxis ? c (upper left sketch) by an angle � = �10�. The viewing direction is nearly along the axisof �10� rotation (i.e., � along [010]).Fig. 2. Persistent current density J(T ) for YBCO crystals with three splay con�gurations ofcolumnar pins, each with B� = 3T : planar splay (solid dots) with � = �5�, parallel tracks (opencircles), and a gaussian distribution (solid triangles) with FWHM of �4:47�. The best result isfor the �5� planar splay (also lower inset). J(T ) for the same crystal before irradiation (encircledstars) is also shown. Hirr(T ) is shifted to higher temperatures after irradiation (upper inset). J(T )for the gaussian splay is smaller than for the k pins above � 16K (the arrow).Fig. 3. (a) J(H) at T = 70K for the k pins, �5� splay, and a gaussian splay with �4:47�FWHM. (b) Corresponding normalized creep rates S for the same three crystals. Except nearH � 0, the creep is measurably larger for the gaussian in this �eld range. Inset illustrates theshape di�erence of M(H) at 70 K for Hk defects and misaligned by 60� (from Ref. 2), suggestingthe controlling role of large-angle tails of PG(�).Fig. 4. Vortex velocity v vs driving force F from the Monte Carlo simulations (see text) forparallel pins, and for planar splay with � = �10� and �45�. The results are equivalent to the V-Icurves, with voltage / v and F / current. The values of the glassy exponent � (upper inset) forthe k and �10� splayed pins indicate that a crossover in v will occur at lower forces. Lower inset:An experimental crossover to the suppression of creep by splay for the same pin con�gurations.Fig. 5. Normalized creep rate S(H) at T = 20K for four YBCO crystals with di�erent pin con-�gurations. It clearly shows the regimes where vortex motion is promoted rather than suppressedby splay. Creep is fastest for the gaussian. At 20K, S(H) for the �5� splay becomes lowest above1T . 10



aThe �gures are not available here.
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